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About This Game

Lost in an intimate snowy town, a palette of individuals are in search of a mysterious artifact said to bring great knowledge and
understanding. Lead each character through their quest in this collection of minigames, each with unique personalities and

challenges... maybe their paths aren't so different after all.

A Little Bit More About Pillar:

A collection of minigames, each representing different personality traits (introversion, extroversion etc.) through
gameplay mechanics.

Different people, different gameplay; each part of the game will challenge you in a unique way.

Explore an intimate snowy town, beautifully hand-painted with attention to every detail.
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A distinct soundtrack, composed hand in hand with the game's design, by the game's designer, to ensure a cohesive
experience.
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Title: Pillar
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
MichaelArts
Publisher:
MichaelArts
Release Date: 29 May, 2015
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i played while in a call with my friends hoping it would be less scary but it still got me. maybe because im a ♥♥♥♥♥ but it still
scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥outa me the only problem i have is that either im about as sharp as a bowling ball or i some how broke the
game but the lady when she jumps at you in the hall is that spose to kill you? theres a invisable wall after and a window open
leading to a sink. i might be really dumb and the anwser is staring me dead in the face but id like to play some more

. Ill start with that I love this game; I loved it when it was first released and I still do. But as others have said it has not aged well,
though it’s hard to compare since there are no modern tank Sims. Many of the missions are broken due to poor level design
(which I don’t remember being a problem in AF2). Also using the info available at the time (Seemingly excluding gulf war and
desert storm seemingly??) the realism is light. You may be riding in the one of the most advance tanks in modern warfare,
though most of the time it feels like you’re in a M4 Sherman and the T-55’s and South African Oilfants are tiger tanks because,
T-55s, Oilfants and T-72's regularly wipe out hole M1A2 platoons under your command (Blowing the turret off like a T-34 at
Kursk against a ‘88’). Which if you base this off the real world combat... Saddam should have kicked the U.S. out of Kuwait and
Iraq. On the same note Air Support is just about useless as once again one of the most advanced helicopters the AH64 Apache
and most durable plane in the world the A-10 Warthog, gets shot down regularly without getting off a shot because the un-
stabilized T-55 gunner shoots it down from across the map. The auto aiming which can be turned on and off, regularly loses
sight of target while moving making moving and shooting a chore even though shooting on the move is the basis for modern
tank combat, though this is mainly because of the maps being very hilly and mountains.

So
Pros-It’s a Simulator which is extremely rare breed of game especially today.
Con-Not very realistic even at the time of release, and auto is just as much a chore as manually aiming, which means its WWII
tank warfare were you have to stop shoot and scoot (But your most likely dead at this point).
. Cute little twist on a dungeon crawler 10\/10. I wanted to like this game, but I simply cannot. I loved the good old series
fighting fantasy books by livingstone, however, I feel the devs have chosen a really poor book to begin with as the writing is too
simplistic and predictable. Warlock of firetop mountain was always one of the favorites among fans of these books and
would've captivated many more people than what this forest of doom could, deathtrap dungeon, even city of thieves.

The game uses unity engine which seems unecessary, adds very little originality to the book it is based on, illustrations are low
res, theres very little content for its price tag, and the music is absolutely godawful. The music was an extreme annoyance to me
as I was trying to read the book and concentrate on the narrative when the music is just blaring trumpets into my ears, I had to
mute the music because it never stopped being loud.

I think if the devs put some thought into this game and think about how they can bring an old adventure book into the attention
of modern pc gamers, they could achieve delivering a great experience to their customers. Also, warlock of firetop mountain is
just a much better story.

However, if you;re looking for a game based on an adventure book then I would recommend looking at Joe Dever's Lone Wolf
game which is also on steam for a similar price but is considerably superior.. So boring. Terrible graphics. If you love the
boredom of sitting patiently for hours on end, combined with the lack of graphics, then this game is for you. 2/10” -- Me on the
2008 version of this game.
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Well, the devs looked at the reviews and said, “2/10?! Challenge accepted.” Good jobs devs, good job. 1/10.
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Oh, where to start with 'Still Not Dead'?

I love this game. I really do. So much in fact that I've had 3 consecutive lucid dreams about it in the weeks since I started
playing it. It's straight up haunting me to where I'm seeing and feeling myself playing it in my sleep. I play 100s of games and
this is the first one I've seen vividly in my dreams. Make of that what you will! Anyway...first, lets go over some of what makes
this game unique, fun and worth purchasing.

1.) Non-stop & fast-paced action, the likes of which can be found in any retro 90's FPS, but with a twist! You stop moving,
you're dead in most cases. Each stage is about 2 minutes long so you only have that much time to meet your kill quota to unlock
an Exit and get there before Death itself shows up and destroys everything in its way to get to you if you have not made it out of
the stage yet.

2.) Strategizing is a main component of this game. It's not optional unless you want to play poorly.

3.) Lots of challenge. And as you progress, you continue to unlock even more ways to make the game harder! Which are also
not optional if you want to keep advancing through each run. -devilish grin-

4.) The unique Blessing/Curse mechanic. The game is centered around "runs" (1 run = 6 stages each) and upon completing each
stage in a run, the game will alternate between prompting you to choose between a "Blessing" and a "Curse". Blessings are like
buffs to some of your existing abilities or they are ways to help you make the game work more in your favor. Curses are the
opposite. The Curses can really turn the tide of your run depending on which random Curses you're prompted with since some
suck waaayyyy more than others. The game also gives you an option to re-roll your Blessings/Curses at the expense of 5 HP
taken from your health or if you allow the game to choose for you, you can earn some free in-game gold to spend on weapons,
ammo and other pick-ups. In one run, you will have to amass 3 Blessings and 3 Curses to aid and ail you throughout.

5.) Cool pixel art and design within simple levels. The aesthetic could be summed up by saying it looks like DOOM and
Minecraft had a baby.

6.) The game is designed in a way that incentivizes you to seek out and collect stronger weapons/pick-ups in order to have a
more robust gold inventory for in-game purchases. Stronger weapons eliminate larger enemies (who tend to leave behind stacks
of gold) and destroy buildings faster, which gives you a lot more access to gold during the short time span you have for each
stage. You can play the game Pistol-Only if you wish (I do it a lot), but you will be collecting only a fraction of the gold and
resources in each level that you would be collecting if you were using stronger weapons. This design choice allows players to
play in a way that gets them the most out of the game.

7.) The soundtrack is fun!! I personally dig it. I'd classify it as "whimsical EDM" and it definitely does its job of keeping you
pumped up during each run.

8.) This is a game you can get lost in while the hours fly by because you're having a lot of fun and each time you die, you are
just itching to start the run over again to learn from your mistakes and re-strategize for a possibly better outcome next time.

And now...for the (1) glaring CON:

- This game is pretty buggy, even for an Early Access game. I've put about 14 hours into this game so far and from the get go I
started grinding my total kills to unlock the kill-centric achievements 'Baby's First Killing Spree' - 500, 'Blood Soaked' - 3,000
and 'Rip and Tear' - 10,000. I recently hit over 10,000 total kills and neither Blood Soaked or Rip and Tear unlocked for me.
Upon browsing the Discussion board for bug reports, I found out that currently the only way to fix this achievement bug is to
wipe your data and start over, then supposedly the achievements would unlock correctly. This is a massive bummer and a pretty
big bug for players who care about achievements and their data. As a working adult, I don't have the time to grind in games like
I used to so to have to grind over 10,000 kills again just for these achievements is not worth it especially when my previous time
and effort went straight out the window.

- Another notable bug is the finickiness of picking up items/ammo in game, the button inputs are hardly responsive at all in most
cases. You get chased throughout this game and need to be able to reliably run and scoop up resources with a single button press
in one swift move. I've died so many times due to this bug which forces me to stop running to frantically button mash until the
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game registers my input - all while being smacked around by monsters.

- There are also smaller but still noticeable bugs regarding the Blessings/Curses and sometimes Exits can spawn in confusing
places in the levels that seem impossible to find or reach just by looking at the mini-map.

^ This all may not seem like much but for the small scope of the game, these bugs significantly impact gameplay when they
occur. BUT if you are willing to overlook the bugginess, Still Not Dead is a fresh and very fun take on the roguelite FPS with
just the right amount of challenge to keep you coming back for more. And bugs can always be fixed. c;

Another great Indie game for the books!. fascinating .. this blue magic filter is all what i need .. thank you. I wanted to like this
game! Unfortunately, the best part about this game is the soundtrack. Unfortunately, the game doesn't know basic words (e.g.
Week is known, but weak is not).

If you are going to make a word puzzle game, at least include ALL of the words possible to make from each word.. This feels
like the introduction to a beautiful and interesting story, but at only ~30 minutes long (which felt more like 10), I wouldn't call it
a game. The environment looks amazing, the characters look a bit weird and creepy, and ultimately it all feels a bit pointless.
Even at a discount, I wouldn't recommend it.. This game has terrible graphics for a bullet hell side-scroller; It is impossible to
tell the difference between impact surfaces and layers safe to fly through. The enemy patterns are utterly uninspired, The pacing
is about as slow as a hatching egg, and finally the limited ammo is a total deal breaker.. NOT OPTIMIZED AT ALL... MUST
BE RAN AT MAX SETTINGS OR IT LOOKS LIKE A SEGA GAME!!!. The game is ultimately enjoyable, though there are
two main issues I had with it. Low quiality and how poor of a port it is. It does not play well on PC unless you put in a lot of
tweaking in the settings. I would say to get this game if you have enough patience or if it's on sale.. Pretty good game. I will
probably replay it. Not too many hidden object games. 6.5\/10
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